Minutes
of the 14th meeting of the
Forum for the Exchange of Information on Enforcement – Continued

Brussels, 6 December 2022
WebEx meeting

• Nature of the meeting:
  Non public

1. Approval of the agenda

The agenda was approved.

2. Presentation on the interplay of GSR and UN Regulations and on sentence 4 and 5 of ANNEX I Regulation (EU) 2019/2144 (GSR)

The EC presented an overview on the interpretation of the interplay of the GSR and the series of amendments of UN regulations. It was pointed out that Annex II to the GSR lists the requirements while Annex I reflects the applicable version of the UN regulations. The series of amendments (SA) indicated in the table in Annex I are mandatory in the EU, however a ‘higher’ version is also accepted. The transitional provision of the SA included in the table apply in the EU. The dates in the transitional provisions of the SA apply unless alternative dates are provided in Annex II.

EC presented the Commission’s interpretation of Sentence 4 and 5 in the notes to the table in Annex I to the GSR: In certain instances, a UNR (e.g. UNR 14-09) listed in the table may provide in its transitional provisions that as of a specified date, the Contract Parties to the UNECE 1958 Agreement shall not be obliged to accept type approvals issue to preceding series of amendments. As a consequence, national authorities of EU Member States no longer have to accept certificates of conformity for the purposes of Art. 48 Regulation 2018/858 that were issued before that date, unless there are alternative dates specified in the GSR (e.g. UNR 17, UNR 80, UNR 11 and UNR 121).

Forum members were requested to submit feedback on the question wheatear the approvals granted under the original version of UNR 21 should continue to be accepted in the EU after the date of application of the GSR (i.e. 7 July 2022).
3. **Budget by the EUPCN of 500,000 € for Joint Actions**

   EC informed that a 500,000 € budget was granted by EUPCN (under the Single Market Programme) for joint actions and gave an overview of the potential joint actions proposed by the Member States. The next step is to select the topics for joint actions of common interest to be performed in 2023. Deadline for feedback is 20 December 2022 and the results will be shared on 6 January 2023. The final proposal will be submitted to the SMP on 15 January 2023.

4. **Annual registration of vehicles for testing-plan 2023**

   EC reminded the Forum members to submit their annual registration numbers of vehicles to set up the testing plan for market surveillance activities in 2023.

5. **Q&A**

   EC took note of the backlog of Q&A to be replied and discussed in the Forum and suggested that the frequency of the Q&A sessions be increased in the course of 2023.

6. **AOB**

   A question was raised on the minimum pay-mass related to Regulation (EU) 1230/2012. How to ensure that, even taking into consideration the 150 kg tolerance in production, the limit of 3500 kg will be respected. EC will suggest a draft reply for discussion at one of the next meetings.

   Three questions were raised regarding: the transition to EU6e; the interpretation of the 10 days requirement to provide RDE test information and the driver selected modes for RDE (“race driving”). These questions will be discussed at the next Forum sessions.